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Uniquely placed to connect local organisations, people and investment together, unlocking the
power of sport and physical activity to empower residents to be active for life
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As I reflect on my first few months, I’d like to take this opportunity to
formally thank the outgoing Chair, Stephen Tiffany and the outgoing
board members for the support they have offered to MSP during their
time in post. Their work and knowledge have undoubtedly formed the
bedrock on which the latter half of this year and future planning has
been built.
Change now seems to be a permanent part of much of our life and in
line with that, 2015/16 has been a time of significant change and
progress for Merseyside Sports Partnership (MSP).
As we entered this financial year, a significant number of the advisory board members’ tenures were
set to conclude and so, by mid year the search for new members began. I’m very proud and delighted
to have been appointed to the position of Chair of the MSP Advisory Board and to have the opportunity
to work with MSP Director, Jean Stephens. Our first task was the formation of the new board. A fresh
membership now includes several new figures, from the world of business and sport, as well some
long-standing and knowledgeable existing members. Thanks to these changes, we believe we have
further strengthened the Board and we now have a team with the right mix of skills and experience to
make a significant difference in the future.
Just as the board has changed shape, so too has the Core Team, we have increased its size and brought
in new skills again to compliment and strengthen the team, which I believe, will ensure we are better
placed to meet the needs of our partners.
Externally there has been change too, where there has been a move towards greater customercentricity and business-minded thinking in the world of County Sports Partnerships (CSPs), plus a move
to encourage not only sports, but more physical activity participation.

In terms of the successful fulfilment of our contractual obligations, we have completed our Strategy
Framework 2022 , which will be officially launched in the coming months.
So, as the world and our lives continue to change, I believe we are embracing the challenges presented
and only see further opportunities and exciting times ahead. With this in mind, I hope you’ll enjoy
taking a moment to reflect on the successes outlined in our 2015/16 Annual Report.
Best Wishes,

Cameron Jones,
Chair, Merseyside Sports Partnership Advisory Board
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Chairman
Vice President of Research
& Development, Unilever
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Member
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Member
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Liverpool City Council
Host
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Director
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No longer in post as of Aug 2016
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No longer in post as of Aug 2016
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To inspire all people to be active every day

Working together to improve the quality of life for all
people through Physical Activity and Sport
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Being the difference
Doing the right thing for
the right reasons
Capturing opportunities,
finding new solutions and
applying them

Be outstanding in
everything we do

#1 - Contribute to increasing and sustaining physical activity and
sport to change behaviour linked to CMO Guidelines
#2 - Create opportunities to mobiles the workforce and access to
the right places
#3 - Improve the sphere of influence for physical activity and sport

#4 - Raise the value placed on Physical Activity and Sport
#5 - Remain a high performing and efficient organisation
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#1 To contribute to increasing and sustaining physical activity
and sport to change behaviour

of adults in Merseyside are active for 1
day x 30 minutes of at least moderate
intensity sport in last 28 days

of adults in Merseyside are active for 3
days x 30 minutes of at least moderate
intensity sport in last 28 days

of adults in Merseyside have taken
part in organised sports competition
Active People Survey 9 (2014)
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provided to 25 Merseyside
businesses to pilot workplace physical
activity initiatives.
employees benefitted
from funding

workplaces connected to physical activity
initiatives. We also provided direct consultancy to
37 organisations across Merseyside this year.

of participants were trying a
sport/activity for the first
time

of participants were inactive
prior to attending

of participants reported
improved wellbeing after
attending

of reported improved
physical activity levels after
attending
expressed an interest
in continuing with
their chosen activity

Gave a satisfaction
rating of 8/10+
Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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of new users were
physically inactive

new registered users

different sports/physical
activities logged in total

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)

active travel logs
(cycling or walking to
work)
over 3 laps of Tour de
France (2,200 miles)*

Greenhouse
Gas Emissions

which
equates to…

miles driven by an
average passenger
vehicle per year**

: * www.letour.com (2016)
**Environmental Protection Agency (2016)
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young people participated in
Sportivate activities in Merseyside

3,082 young people were retained in these
activities for 6, 7 or 8 weeks (i.e. missed only
one out of 6, 7 or 8 weeks of coached activity)

previously inactive young people
engaged through Sportivate
Social Return on Investment
For every £1 invested into Sportivate,
this programme has delivered £5.30
worth of social value.

young people new to
sport attending a
Satellite Club

young people participated at the Summer
2015 School Games

number of Satellite
Clubs established

young people participated at the Winter
2016 School Games

young people were engaged
in the events as a volunteer
worth of in-kind voluntary
assistance at these events

*

Monetary value based on volunteers
dedicating 5 hours of volunteering time
at a rate of £13 per hour

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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#2 Create opportunities to mobilise the workforce and access to the right place

coaches currently registered on Coaching Merseyside

Courses organised for the benefit of the partnership:

Open
courses

Group-specific
courses

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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of participants
engaged were
from priority
wards across
Merseyside

people attended
MSP Coach
Education
classes

of participants
engaged with
disabled
of participants
engaged were
male

of participants
engaged were
white British

of participants
engaged were of a
ethnic minority origin

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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#3 Improve the sphere of influence for physical activity and sport

clicked online to visit
merseysidesport.com
between 1st April 2015 and
31st March 2016
of customers said they
were satisfied with
MSP’s marketing and
promotion of sport and
physical activity

were new visitors to
the website

Google Analytics (2016)

followers on
Twitter

2 min 17 secs

average session
duration

MSP
Facebook

Sainsbury’s School
Games in Merseyside

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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20 x print articles across
4 publications

1 TV piece

1 x web article

print articles across 4
publications

8 min TV piece

7 x web articles

NOTE: *Figures based on Advertising Equivalent Value calculated at a factor of x3 display single column
centimetre/page rate to nearest £thousand for print and TV and on cost for 1 month of fixed text ad
slot on sports channel for web.
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#4 Raise the value placed on physical activity and sport

worth of funding bids invested*
into Merseyside for the financial
year 2015/2016

*
Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)

tables sold

sponsorship
packages sold

profit made which is reinvested
into local authority bursary funds
in Merseyside

Merseyside Sports Partnership, (2015)
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The following highlights funding received successfully on bids either directly
or indirectly - secured, supported or endorsed by Merseyside Sports
Partnership for the year ending March 31st 2016.
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#5 Remain a high performing and efficient organisation

Merseyside Sports Partnership have been conducting a customer satisfaction survey
since 2008/2009 with their key stakeholders.
The data results and information have been presented in our annual reports year on year.
The information provided from the survey provides MSP Board and the Core Team with
areas of recognition and areas for improvement, which have proved to be very useful. All
statistics shown below from the Stakeholder Engagement Survey omit ‘Don’t Know’ and
‘Blank’ responses.
For a full breakdown of results from this and previous years’ Customer Satisfaction
Surveys see
www.merseysidesport.com

Q

Please choose the response that best describes the
organisation/agency you represent?

19

Satisfied +
Very Satisfied
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Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Understanding your organisations needs

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Providing a lead role for sport & physical
activity

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Undertaking analysis and providing info

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Supporting local partners to connect with
National Governing Bodies of sport

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Facilitating opportunities for partners to
share information and knowledge

Dissatisfied +
Very dissatisfied

Satisfied +
Very Satisfied

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in: Coordinating and promoting coach
development opportunities

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Co-ordinating and promoting volunteer
development and deployment opportunities

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Undertaking analysis and providing info

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Co-ordination of the Satellite Club
Programme

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Organising Lever 3 School Games

Q

In relation to your contact with MSP, please
indicate your level of satisfaction in:
Undertaking analysis and providing info

Dissatisfied +
Very dissatisfied
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“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

NOTE: The above represents some of the highlights from the partner satisfaction survey rather than
the entire selection or responses
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•

An additional £5827 project
investment into Merseyside.

•

24 participant engaged in the
project, all of whom reported
improvements in their selfconfidence, mental health and
wellbeing. For many it also
provided an opportunity to
become active after a period of
inactivity.

•

A single participant profile
indicates a potential Social
Value of £48,058, based on the
average cost of funding one
prison place for a year at
£44,477*, NHS treatment for a
person who takes drugs and
alcohol at £2,715** and the
average cost of one crime being
committed in Merseyside of
£866.

•

The project’s success meant PSS
continues to drive sport and
physical activity across their
service.

One of the aims of the project, which operates across Liverpool,
Knowsley, St Helens and Sefton, is to reduce the risk of further offending.
The project organisers are constantly looking to increase the number of
women accessing and successfully engaging with community provision.

MSP engaged PSS Women’s Turnaround to create a multi-faceted
physical activity and sport offer as part of a “be healthier group” for this
cohort of inactive ladies. Once we had engaged the project leaders we
facilitated sessions between PSS and community sport providers, as well
as consultation with their audience. Feedback from consultation was
aligned to our sub-regional understanding of youth insight and
personality profile; from which MSP lead on the creation of an
appropriate offer to engage these young women.
To add value to the sessions, MSP facilitated local stakeholder
engagement, to further tailor to the needs of the target groups in specific
geographical areas. In addition MSP deployed tactics to actively remove
barriers, by opening up the project’s thinking around what kind of space
was required to run sessions. We also proposed innovations such as a
model where session time could be offset against probation time and
celebration events to help bring the project together.

It came just at a time when I was trying to sort
myself out and I had started to give up the drink and eat better
but I needed to get moving. The kick boxing was fab because it
let me exercise and it was disciplined with a routine so I
could see myself getting more into it each week…. I feel
so different in myself.
Carrie

Sources: * Ministry Of Justice (2013/14), **British Heart Foundation, 2013 ***Merseyside Police 2014

Person Shaped Support (PSS) is a social enterprise based in Liverpool
which works across the UK The Liverpool Women’s Turnaround Project is
part of PSS and offers women-only support to females who are already
involved, or at risk of becoming involved, with the Criminal Justice
System.
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Depression and post-natal depression affects many women and mums
respectively each year. Having participated in a funded project called
‘Here Come The Girls’, which Merseyside Sports Partnership (MSP)
funded in 2015, two Liverpool mums identified a further opportunity
around football as a possible outlet to reduce depression, stress and
anxiety levels amongst this target group.
One barrier to achieving sufficient membership was women’s
perceptions that they don’t have the skills and experience to join as a
beginner. The MumBall UK initiative was born as a direct response to
this in May 2015 and needed support in bringing women together
through a common desire to learn and play football.

MSP supported the Mumball UK intitiative both strategically and
tactically. We identified key communities across Merseyside for deliver,
plus brokered relationships with facilities and local community
stakeholders. Through our strategic identification of the right market we
were able to drive Mumball across Merseyside. We facilitated sessions
to empower Mumball UK to access funding and understand their sports
offer through youth insight. To add value and sustainability to the
programme we brokered relationships with Liverpool County FA and
MumBall UK to bring NGB quality to their community offer.

•

By March 2016 36 participants
had already been engaged
through the initial ‘Here Come
The Girls’ group and an average
of 15 participants across each of
the three subsequent MumBall
groups that developed in
Merseyside.

•

Mumball UK have gone on to
develop
relationships
with
Cheshire FA, Everton in the
Community and Pompey In The
Community (Portsmouth FC).

•

Mumball’s impact is set to
continue growing exponentially
as MumBall UK are now
duplicating the session at other
locations around the country,
including
self-developed,
sustainable sessions in Wirral
and other local authorities,
without funding.

MSP also secured high-profile press and social media exposure by
working in partnership with the Sporting Champions Programme to
secure a visit to one of the sessions by professional footballer, Sue
Smith. In addition we highlighted opportunities through other partners
for leadership, coaching and volunteer development in Merseyside.

After a very difficult few months I found myself feeling very
unmotivated, lacking in self-confidence and not socialising in the way I
usually would. One afternoon I was browsing the Internet and came across
an advert for 'MumBall UK' I arrived at my first session feeling quite
nervous and also very unfit. Three months later I'm still loving it and attend
each week, for me it was the turning point I needed to motivate and help
me feel more like the person I was and I'm happy to say now I do, so I
would just like to say a huge thank you to MumBall UK!
Lisa

LCCG were keen for their staff to lead by example in
improving their own physical activity and health, so
approached MSP to gain expertise in planning and
delivering workplace initiatives to encourage inactive staff
to participate.

MSP planned and delivered an inclusive staff challenge to
improve physical activity levels, establishing a ‘Walk to
Rio’ campaign through the Workplace Challenge; setting
LCCG staff the challenge of covering the distance in steps
between Liverpool and Rio de Janeiro (11,602,000 steps in
31 days).
The idea of a step challenge was put forward to enable
‘more inactive’* people, who made up 46% of the
workforce** to take part, encouraging them to log any
steps they do towards the team target.

•

76 staff members took part in the step
challenge, exceeding the total steps target by
38%.

•

Staff fed back that they have now adopted
behaviour to increase the amount of steps
that they do every day – such as using the
stairs instead of the lift and going for walks
during their dinner break.

•

During the four weeks of the campaign, 96%
of participants completed at least one week of
150 minutes of physical activity a week.

•

LCCG were ranked as the top performing
organisation in England for their activities
logged on the Workplace Challenge website in
January to February 2016, beating over 6,000
other organisations.

•

LCCG have gone on to organise additional
physical activity challenges and initiatives to
improve staff activity levels and boost staff
morale.

We also provided influence and knowledge for LCCG to
pilot their own staff dancing sessions plus team sport
challenges in dodgeball and rugby.

It made me try harder to walk more, such as taking
the stairs instead of using the lift, walking to the
shops instead of driving, and spending more time
walking and dancing with my three year old daughters
- and we had lots of laughs along the way too!...
Taking part in this campaign has increased my
confidence and is helping me to lose weight - I’m
already feeling the benefits of increased activity.
Kirsty

Merseyside Sports Partnership have been brilliant in
enabling us to set up our Workplace Challenge campaign,
which boosted staff morale and really got people involved
and thinking about improving their personal activity levels.
Dianna Mannhart, Liverpool CCG

Sources: * Anyone doing less than Public Health England ‘s 150 minutes per week of moderate physical activity recommendation .** Figure taken from preproject staff survey.

NHS Liverpool Clinical Commissioning Group (LCCG) is
responsible for planning and buying most NHS services for
the people of Liverpool, including the care received at
hospitals and in community clinics. As part of their healthy
Liverpool programme.
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Merseyside Sports Partnership conducted a consultation
with head teachers, School Sports Partnerships and Local
Education Authorities, to understand local strengths and
opportunities for growth, based on the government’s PE
and Sport Premium (PESP).

•

We were able to train and develop 100
primary schools through the workshops.

•

75% of our candidates reported that their
knowledge and understanding of the PE and
School Sport Premium had increased as a
direct consequence of attending the course.
Those same attendees also reported that
they felt able and confident to go back to
school and implement new ideas and
initiatives to create a high quality PE offer for
their pupils.

•

We used Net Promoter Score question on
our course feedback forms to establish
whether the attendees would recommend
this course to a friend or colleague and
scored +35.

•

Demand was so much higher than
anticipated that we needed to create a
second workshop.

•

Momentum to support further workshops
has been sustained following these pilot
events through our engagement of partners
and the project management group. In
addition we’ve empowered a number of our
School Sport Partnerships to support the
further delivery of these events.

We discovered that many schools require support to shape
a high quality, sustainable PE offer from the Premium and
that educating and training those responsible for the PE and
Sport Premium on how to make the biggest sustainable
impact would be a worthwhile venture.

The outcome from the consultation was the development of
a bespoke workshop aimed at those responsible for the PE
and Sport Premium. Merseyside Sports Partnership created
a small project-management group with representation
from the consultation. It designed a workshop product
which would meet the needs of schools across Merseyside
and attract the support from Head Teachers for PE leads to
attend.
The workshop provided examples of the impact made in
schools across the country, plus how to gather insights and
ideas to demonstrate impact against OFSTED framework.
The session was interactive and all outcomes were aligned
to Department of Education PESP objectives.

Fantastic workshop - lots of practical ideas and clear steps to
success to put actions in place in school. Many thanks!”
Workshop Delegate

Currently only 13.6% of disabled people in Merseyside take part in at
least 30 minutes of sport and physical activity per week, compared
to 39.8% of non-disabled people. Sainsbury’s Active Kids Inclusive
Community Training is a national programme designed to enable more
disabled people to become physically active. Developed jointly by the
English Federation of Disability Sport (EFDS) and sports coach UK, the
programme has been rolled out through County Sports Partnerships.
Combining online e-learning and practical training, the programme
focuses on developing the skills and knowledge of those working or
volunteering with people with disabilities. Empowering this workforce through enhancing their confidence and understanding - in turn
increases the opportunities for disabled people to be physically active,
particularly in non-traditional sporting settings, or environments.

Over the past 12 month period, MSP
has:
•

Directly engaged 80 non-sporting
organisations across Merseyside
to raise awareness of the
programme and support
available.

•

Empowered 94 individuals with
the confidence, skill and
knowledge to provide physical
activity opportunities to people
with disabilities.

Working in partnership with EFDS, MSP has been responsible for
leading the implementation of the programme, in Merseyside. MSP
has taken the lead for connecting with local disability organisations to
understand the day to day challenges they face in relation to providing
physical activity opportunities and to highlight the support available.
In addition to taking the lead for local engagement, we’ve been
directly responsible for implementing all aspects of the programme.
Our role has included leading on marketing and promotion,
organisation and co-ordination of all the training and follow-up
evaluation with participants.

The Sainsbury’s Inclusive training programme has
been great especially if you don’t have a sporting
background. The course gives you a chance to
understand the different types of inclusive training.
After learning theses skills I will be able to adapt them
in any training course I go to. Also I have learnt how
to adapt activity to people with disabilities and that’s
excellent.
Sheldon Griffiths, Mencap Liverpool

Really Fascinating informative course, it really breaks down
every part of what we call sport and fitness and helps us
see how we can improve and modify to adapt to each
participants needs. Not only did it teach us on the course
how we can make others feel comfortable to participate
but by delivering this course to myself I am more confident
and happy to use these skills in the future.
Carmen Foster, Hawkley Hall High School
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Wirral Positive Futures (managed by Wirral Sports Development Unit)
engages with young people that have offended; are at risk of
offending; or have issues with substance misuse. Once young people
have been referred by key agencies, Positive Futures engages with
them in order to mentor them into a range of activities; with the aim
of improving their behaviour, attitudes and outlook on life. Sport is its
main method of engagement for the social engagement programme.

One particular group of 14-21 year old males from the borough’s
Leasowe Estate were referred into the Positive Futures scheme. The
group’s negative and nuisance behaviour had been leaving local
residents feeling intimidated, so the aim was to engage them in
positive activities instead.

MSP supported the writing of the funding bid, which was successful in
securing funding to deliver fitness activities for the group. We also
supported Wirral Positive futures in developing the methodology
which would ensure they could successfully meet the monitoring
requirements attached to funding.
Furthermore, a member of the MSP team visited the project personally
to offer the organisers moral support and guidance. The visit gave the
organisers an opportunity to explore the opportunity to offer a greater
range of activities that would appeal to a wider group of young men,
whilst still fitting with the funding criteria. The visit also engaged the
young men directly, with the unexpected benefit that many of the
participants indicated they appreciated knowing how the project had
been made financially possible.

This has done loads for us as it has kept us off
the streets and has given us something to do…
There’s nothing round this estate for our age. I’m
constantly in the gym now. I have grown muscles
and got fitter. Normally I would be getting in trouble
or doing stuff that would get me into trouble, just
makes it easier now. I’m living with my auntie; she
has noticed a change in me as well.
Connor

•

28 young men took part in the
programme of which, two
qualified on an FA level 1
coaching course, two have
qualified on an A.B.A boxing
tutors course, eight have returned
to education or training and five
have gone into full time
employment.

•

100% of the young people have
stated a reduction in substance
misuse.
On
average,
this
substance misuse habit can cost
£8,000 a year, representing a cost
save to the local economy of
£101,668 (Ministry of Justice,
2014).

•

Following a presentation to
the
Wallasey
Constituency
Committee by the Leasowe Lads,
the initiative was praised as
'inspirational' and a further £500
was allocated to sustain the
project.

•

Funding was secured to launch a
mirror girls’ scheme.

Since this group have been engaged on the Positive
Futures programme the attitude and general
outlook/persona has changed beyond recognition.
This also includes the group of young people who
were circulating with the core group of ringleaders,
as they have all been included and involved in
activities within the centre.
Kevin O’Connell, Leisure Centre Duty Officer
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Everton in the Community (EitC) is an independent ‘not-forprofit’ organisation which secures over £2m per annum for
community outreach activity. Their primary focus centres on
the delivery of activities through the power of sport for local
Merseyside communities.
In September 2015, EitC approached Merseyside Sports
Partnership (MSP) to provide leadership in encouraging their
employees to be more active.
EitC identified their
Traineeship team as an appropriate target group to pilot a
physical activity intervention programme with, as 90% of
their staff team did not meet the recommended physical
activity guidelines.

MSP secured funds for a six week Walking Football course
for the Traineeship team with ten members who attended a
course on Friday afternoons. We also advocated EitC to
encourage participation on the course by allowing staff to
finish an hour earlier to be able to attend.
In addition, MSP secured funding for two participants to
become Walking Football Champions, so they could lead
sessions for their colleagues and out in the community. We
also measured participants’ health and wellbeing prior to
and after the six week Walking Football programme to
assess its impact.

I used to go to the gym a couple of years ago, but
it gets harder to keep fit as you get older as you
start to let things go. I was really nervous before
I went to the first session because I’d never played
before - but I went with my colleagues and loved it!
Attending the football has encouraged me to get back
in to physical activity, and I’m now going to Zumba
and fitness classes in my local gym again.
Susan

•

60% of attendees reported an increase in
their activity levels.

•

60% reported improved energy levels at
work.

•

40% reported increased
concentration at work.

•

50% reported improved wellbeing levels.

•

Training the Walking Football Champions
empowered them to deliver sessions to
their colleagues and the wider community,
ensuring the sustainability of the initiative
and growing the pool of qualified coaches in
the Mersey region.

•

With an increase in the number of days
which individuals take part in physical
activity, there is a less dependency for
those individuals to use health services,
which is estimated to save the local
economy £3,000 a year (NHS statistics,
2014).

mood

and

Working in partnership with MSP was a fantastic
experience - the professionalism and enthusiasm as a
company was fantastic, and I will certainly look forward to
working together in the future.
Michael Salla, Everton in the Community

Summary of financial statements for year ending March 31st 2016

INCOME
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EXPENDITURE

Note: Grant funding re-profiled funds into 2016/17 £312,519
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• We’ll boost the number of children, young people and adults participating in
physical activity and sport for up to 12 weeks.
• We will also work to ensure that participation is sustained post 12 weeks.

• We’ll get more coaches, volunteers and sector champions aged 18+ receiving
Continual Professional Development (CPD) opportunities.
• We will recruit and signpost a large number of volunteers aged 18+.
• We’ll ensure a significant number of young leaders aged 14-18 years receive CPD
opportunities.
• We will access more places to continue with physical activity and sport.
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• We’ll place a significant sum of diversified investment into MSP Core Team
(direct investment).
• Will also invest into MSP’s wider partnership (indirect investment - MSP
supported).
• We’ll leverage several national campaigns to inspire key groups to increase their
activity levels.
• Will create 2 social movements to inspire increased activity levels amongst key
groups.
• We’ll generate a significant benefit cost value from our objectives & targets.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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We will maintain an above target rolling NPS Score.
We’ll maintain above target for staff satisfaction levels.
Will maintain above target for learning and development of staff.
We’ll attain successful contractual delivery every 6 months and annually.
Will maintain Safeguarding and Equality standards.
We’ll achieve a clear audit review.
Will achieve a performance and improvement standard.

Merseyside Sports Partnership
sponsors and supporters for all

Sport England

Further and Higher Education Institutes

Halton Borough Council

Public Health Partners

Knowsley Council

Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service

Liverpool City Council

Merseyside Police Service

Sefton Council

Wealth at work

St Helens Council

Sonex Publishing

Wirral Council

Oaks Consultancy

Sport Liverpool

Promart

Halton Voluntary Action

Club Matters

Liverpool CVS

Youth Sport Trust

Knowsley CVS

English Federation of Disability Sport

St Helens District CVS

Merseytravel

Wirral CVS

Speke Hall

Liverpool Youth Service

Crowne Plaza

Volunteer Centre St Helens

Health @ Work

Greenbank Sports Academy

Liverpool & Sefton Chamber of Commerce

Liverpool John Moores University

Knowsley Chamber of Commerce

St Helens Rugby League Club

Active Sefton

Wheels Extreme

Volair (Knowsley Council Trust)

Dame Kelly Holmes Legacy Trust

Liverpool Youth Service

The University Academy
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would like to thank all of our
their help in 2015-2016...

UK Dodgeball Association

Kirby High School

Child Protection in Sport Unit (NSPCC)

Stanley High School

Ann Croft Trust

Birkenhead Park School

Liverpool F.C.

Community Sports Factory

Everton F.C.

Fire Fit

sports coach UK
Knowsley Schools Sports Partnership
Liverpool Schools Sports Partnership
South Sefton Sports Partnership
Knowsley District Sports Council
St Helens District Sports Council
Sefton Sports Council
Halton Sports Partnership
Wirral Sports Forum
Liverpool Sports Forum
Community Foundation for Merseyside
County Sports Partnership Network
Pensby High School
Chesterfield High School
Clare Mount Specialist Sports College
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Merseyside Sports Partnership
Unit 1 Dakota Business Park
Skyhawk Avenue
Garston
Liverpool
L19 2QR
T: 0151 427 3889
E: admin@merseysidesport.com
W: www.merseysidesport.com

